UN BALLO IN MASCHERA
Melodramma in tre atti di Antonio Somma
Musica di Giuseppe Verdi

“Voglio un teatro sempre più importante per un pubblico sempre più consapevole”. Così dichiarò Paolo Grassi all’inaugurazione della nuova stagione lirica della Scala, che, dopo un periodo di tempesta, schiude il sipario su Un ballo in maschera di Verdi, diretto da Gianandrea Gavazzeni, regia di Franco Zeffirelli. Melodramma romantico, verdiano al cento per cento, Un ballo in maschera è una storia di gelosia, di un adulterio non consumato, e di un assassinio politico (n. d. r.).

“I want theatre to become increasingly important, for an increasingly aware public”. Thus declared Paolo Grassi at the inauguration of the new opera season at the Scala, which, after a tempestuous period, is opening with Verdi’s Un ballo in maschera, conducted by Gianandrea Gavazzeni and directed by Franco Zeffirelli. A romantic melodrama, one hundred percent Verdi, Un ballo in maschera is a story of jealousy, of adultery which is never consummated, and of a political assassination (ed.).

“The theatrically successful effects conveying the densely inhabited port of Boston, with the fortune teller’s cave in the middle, and those of the gin field reduced to a desert, flooded by the light of the full moon are exceptional under Franco Zeffirelli’s direction, in collaboration with set designer Renzo Mongiardino and costume designer Enrico Job” (Franco Abbiati, Spirito francese fra luci e ombre, Corriere della Sera, 8 dicembre 1972). Leonardo Vergani managed to slip behind the scenes, and described it as a “mad hive of activity”. “Behind the scenes, the opera is a play within a play, an infernal, chaotic machine which miraculously works perfectly, an enormous hive of activity in which everyone has a specific role, and there is no room for error, from the first singer to the last machine operator… It is a silent witches’ Sabbath, with gilded noses, hunchbacked masks: the fantastic costumes of Enrico Job”. Vergani tells the story of how he bumped into Placido Domingo who had “persuaded the costumist to let out his jerkin by just a stitch in order to allow him to breathe more easily. Now he can sing without problems” (Leonardo Vergani, Dietro le quinte un alveare impazzito, Corriere della Sera, 8 dicembre 1972).
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